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The software UWBCNMON is a first attempt at writing soundcard based software for windoze (98 et
al) using the Visual Basic programming language. At the moment it is in an embryonic stage, and
distributed for users to have a play and experiment with.
There are two version supplied. BCNMON.ZIP contains the full distribution setup including all
necessary VB run files. UWBCNMON.EXE alone may be useable if you already have software
written in VB6 installed on your machine
Either unzip the archive and run Setup, following the instructions. Or install just the .EXE version if
the VB run files are already present.
When you run UWBCNMON.EXE, you will be presented with a screen similar to the first one shown
below.

The monitoring software is designed to detect a single signal only, such as that transmitted from
microwave beacons transmitting a plain carrier. The audio from an SSB receiver is input to the
soundcard which samples this sampled at 8000Hz. A Fourier Transform is performed on blocks of the
digitised data and the detection software works on the signal power values output from the FFT routine.
The FFT size can be set from values between 1024 and 32768, corresponding to detection Bin sizes of
approximately 8Hz down to 0.24Hz. This ‘Bin bandwidth’ value is the fundamental unit of
measurement used from this point within the detection algorithm.
Select an appropriate size from the FFT Parameters menu, and press ‘Start’. After a short delay
(depending on FFT size detected) this will change to a screen similar to that in the second picture.
Ensure a single peak is visible in the spectrum display. Either click on this peak on the spectrum
display, or move the ‘Centre Frequency’ slider to a value that covers the signal peak, or click the ‘CF
To Peak’ button. Ensure the two vertical white lines on the display straddle the signal, the spacing
between these can be varied with the ‘Signal Bandwidth’ control. This particular bandwidth is not
used in the calculations, but is needed in order to encompass signals that are spread out from a carrier,
such as Rainscatter, EME echoes and (possibly) modulation.
Once the signal is centred, values will appear in the ‘Signal / Noise’ window. These are a
measurement of (relative) signal and noise levels of the carrier, plus the S/N ratio measured in three
different bandwidths : The FFT Bin size; normalised to 1Hz; and normalised to the ‘standard’ 2500Hz
often taken for amateur communications calculations in an SSB channel.
On the spectrum display, the measured noise level is shown by the green line. The noise is measured
by looking at all frequency bins that are separated from the signal by two bandwidths – the spectral
region used is shown by the green line. The noise level shown by the line is normalised to the ‘Bin’
bandwidth
The highest signal peak detected is marked by the red arrow, and then normalised to the Bin
bandwidth. If this meets the frequency selection criteria (it sits within the white lines) it is marked as
valid. If the ‘AutoTrack Frequency Peak’ box is checked, a slowly drifting carrier will be followed
automatically. Try tuning the Rx or changing the frequency of the input signal to experiment with
this function.
A history of the last N FFTs is kept in memory and used to calculate an average power level. The
number kept in the history can be set between 2 to 64 by the ‘No. of FFTs in Log History’ control, but
an optimum number is automatically calculated when the programme is started, based on FFT size and
the required ‘Stable Detection Period’.
If other carriers or interference are present, or the noise level is not flat, the spectrum used for the
software can be reduced with the ‘Constrain Frequency Band’ control.
Once the software is properly tracking the signal, it generates a measure of stability of the signal, by
measuring the mean and standard deviation of the detected signal. The value of the difference in these
is a measure of the signal stability, and is highest for a single unmodulated carrier, and drops when the
carrier is keying with a CW ident. When the stability exceeds a threshold value, set by the ‘Carrier
Stability’ control, the signal is marked as Stable.
At this point, logging can be started. Select a suitable logging interval, from (1 second to 2 hours) in
the ‘Logging Interval’ control, then enter a log file name into the ‘File Name’ box. Click the Start Log
button to start saving Signal and Noise values to the named file. (If the log file already exists, the
caption on the button will change to ’Continue Log’ and will be continued, not overwritten). Data is
stored as shown below:
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Beyond that, all I can say is Have a play, and please report your findings!
The software has been written as an experiment in :
a)
b)
c)

Using VB for real time audio processing
Testing automatic signal logging algorithms.
Logging reception of beacons from my home QTH without having to sit there listening to
noise most of the time

If anyone is interested in the routines and software techniques, I am prepared to supply the source code
on an individual basis. Please contact me direct on actalbot@southsurf.com or actalbot@dstl.gov.uk
The next iteration of software will control the tuning of a receiver via the com port in order to be able
to track signals (or local oscillators) that drift outside the normal SSB bandwidth of 3kHz. Due to the
huge plethora of completely non-compatible receivers out there, control will (at least initially) just be
limited to Icom ones and those controlled by my DDS board.
Andy G4JNT

